Lovely Oceanic Scientist

By Daniel
I chose marine biologist because it's interesting to learn more about the ocean. It sounds fun to spend the day in the lovely clear ocean. You can also learn about life in the water.
Describe the career (this should be the main part of your project)

- Marine biologists work mostly in private laboratories. They even work in aquariums around the world.
- They can sometimes work on boats to collect samples of seawater.
- They can be very honorable.
Describe the career (this should be the main part of your project)

• Before a marine biologist gets his / her job they need specific requirements. They need to have a master degree for faculty positions.

• They also need to learn chemistry, math, and statistics.

• Their salary is an average $63,000 per year.
How the career relates to science

• Marine biology relates to science by the study of ocean. In science learning about ocean and life is part of science.

• We can learn about their behaviors which is another part in life science. This also means we learn about how we can depend on these creatures and how they play a big role in ecosystems.
What you have learned by researching the career

• I learned that marine biologists have to learn math, statistics, and chemistry which surprised me. Statics could mean that they are studying information that changes hour by hour.

• Chemistry is required since they might have to learn about chemical reactions from animals.

• I was surprised to learn that they need to learn math for this job. Every job needs a little math in them.
Additional Facts and Pictures

• Marine biology started in the 18th century. A man was known for voyages and going through unmapped bodies of water.

• The creator of SpongeBob SquarePants Stephen Hillenburg was a marine biologist before working on the show. He got most of the ideas for the show from his career. He was known as the ocean man who made everyone's childhood.

• Sadly, he died in 2018 at age of 57.

• One of my friends wants to be a marine biologist in the future.
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